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Transform physical documents into high-quality digital files and share with, PDF Scanner app: Doc Scanner. Document scanner supports all PDF and document formats. Download now and turn your camera in to a powerful scanner.

Key features of PDF Scanner app: Doc Scanner - cs scanner

â€¢	Supports all Pdf & Document formats
â€¢	Import images from Gallery or Camera
â€¢	Docscanner let you scan documents offline
â€¢	Scan your ID cards & passports with photo scanner
â€¢	Convert PDF to text with OCR scanner
â€¢	Merge and split documents with scan to pdf
â€¢	Manage your files with doc scanner
â€¢	Add e-signature to your documents

Photo scanner camera -  document scanner app can quickly scan all kinds of documents including PDF docs and books. PDF maker is also used for cam scanning and OCR [cs scanner].

Docscanner - Photo scan 
Mobile scanner is the perfect solution for quickly scanning documents on the go. You can scan and store your important documents with ease any time & anywhere.

Camera scanner app - scan to pdf 
Scanner app free allows you to scan all types of document formats. All scan histories will be saved for quick viewing at any time. 

PDF signature -  E-signature
PDF Scanner app: Doc Scanner let you securely send and sign agreements virtually anywhere, anytime. This makes it easy to get important documents signed quickly and efficiently without having to be in the same place at the same time.

PDF scanner camera -  OCR scanner	
You can easily extract text from images using our state of the art cs scanner. OCR scanner recognizes text from images automatically that can be copied and shared with others.

Scan documents - Photo scanner 
PDF scanner camera has made managing documents easier. You can create custom folders for easy access and search documents with just a few clicks. With camera scanner app, navigate through all of your digital documents in no time.

ID scanner
PDF document scanner uses advance image processing to get clear scans of your ID. Cam scanner captures every detail, including text, images, and signatures accurately.

PDF maker - Scan Documents
Turn your device camera into a powerful scanner and scan photos anywhere and anytime. With the scan photo option of mobile scanner anyone can use our powerful photo scanner.

Scan to pdf
The document scanner uses your smartphone camera to scan multi-page documents and supports all formats. Save time by scanning multiple documents in one go.

How to use OCR scanner - camera scanner app
â€¢ Scan the document to camera input and save it in PDF/JPEG formats
â€¢ Add e-signature or text to documents 
â€¢ Share your scanned documents with others
â€¢ Auto-zoom - You donâ€™t need to zoom in / zoom out

PDF Scanner app: Doc Scanner offers an easy and convenient way to scan documents with your Android device. Cam Scanner -  scan to pdf quickly scans all types of documents, allowing you to create a personalized PDF document. With this pdf document scanner, you can easily turn any image or document into high-quality digital files in no time!
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Safety starts with understanding how developers collect and share your data. Data privacy and security practices may vary based on your use, region, and age. The developer provided this information and may update it over time.[image: Icon image]No data shared with third partiesLearn more about how developers declare sharing
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October 17, 2021
Love this app to bits. Very useful. Ads don't bother me in a free version as long as the the app offers quality features and this one does. The scanning in the wrong mode does happen but it's fairly easy to flip a scan up or down if you've got any sort of pdf editing software and there are free ones online as well. I found the free version of this app better, more straightforward and easier to use than a free version of adobe scan, which didn't offer scanning in the original filter.
243 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tool Apps Hub
October 18, 2021

Thanks for your review! Please recommend our app to your friends, and donâ€™t hesitate to shoot us a note at alstoneapps@gmail.com if you have any questions.
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February 13, 2024
The app works excellent when importing images and converting them to PDF files
9 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tool Apps Hub
February 23, 2024

It is delightful to hear such positive words and itâ€™s always a pleasure to serve our users.
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February 24, 2022
It's easy to use but when I scan many papers, others will be portrait & others will be landscape. Other problem is that it does not want to update, i been updating it for the whole week with no success.
126 people found this review helpful
Did you find this helpful?

Yes


No




Tool Apps Hub
March 3, 2022

Thank you for downloading our app. We'd love to help you with this issue. Please write to us at alstoneapps@gmail.com so that we can help you better.
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What's new


- App stability improved
- Bugs Fixed
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